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NETWORK I NG
FOR NURSI NG
STUDENTS 101
BY M I CHA EL TA NI NGCO
Last summer, as part of my duties as
Legislative Director, I was tasked with writing a
resolution document which will be presented at
the CNSA State Convention. Since I was writing
my article on a topic I did not know too well
about at the time, I figured it would be best to
talk to people that actually work in this field.
Through determination and a bit of luck, I was
fortunate enough to connect with one of the
Directors of the California Hospital Association,
which has a strong influence in healthcare
legislation in California. Through that initial
interaction, that one person has helped me get
in contact with other nurse researchers and
leaders from different professional nursing
organizations. In simply seeking out guidance for
this resolution assignment, I found valuable
connections and a great relationship with my
nurse mentor - all through the power of effective
networking.
Finding a job in the 21st century job market,
and the digital age has evidently shown that
advancing in your career is no longer about
WHAT you know, but WHO you know. As you can

already tell in healthcare, and especially in your
clinicals, somebody always knows somebody. Our
world is a lot smaller than we initially think, so it
is important to learn how to network well in
order to advance our careers as nurses, and to
help others along the way as well.
When people think about the word
?networking?, most people envision themselves
at a job fair, holding 20 copies of their portfolios,
and giving a firm handshake while making
intentional eye contact with a potential job
recruiter. This is an outdated model of
networking that is not only ineffective, but
unsustainable. It is essential to shift your
mindset and think that networking instead is:
1) the ability to form genuine relationships, which
eventually transition into authentic friendships, and
2) providing VALUE to whoever you are reaching out
to.
In this article I will share with you 5 lessons
that have helped me build great relationships
with those I wanted to network with. If utilized

and practiced, I guarantee you
will be 100% successful in your
future networking endeavors.
Lesson 1: Ever yon e w an t s t o
f eel im por t an t
This first lesson is the
backbone behind all
relationships and interactions
you have. It?s basic psychology,
everyone (including ourselves)
seek out a sense of importance
throughout our daily lives. We
love the idea of being praised
and respected no matter how
big or small. It?s not necessarily
selfish behavior, it?s a part of
being human. This rule applies
strongly with our patients as
well.
Lesson 2: Th e 80/ 20 Ru le of
Con ver sat ion
Let?s be honest, we all love to
talk and even more so, we love
to be listened to. In
conversation we must shift the
focus from ourselves, to the
person we are talking to. In
conversation, 80% of the time
we should be actively listening,
and 20% we should be talking.
Asking questions, and giving
the other person the platform
to speak facilitates our first
lesson - it makes them feel
important. .
Lesson 3: Gen u in e
appr eciat ion > su r f ace-level
f lat t er y
Think about the last time
someone gave you a
thoughtful compliment that
made you think ?Wow, I can?t
believe they think that about

me?, or ?I feel like I vibe well
with this person?. This genuine
appreciation for others is what
builds STRONG relationships.
Now think about a time
someone gave you a basic
compliment such as: ?I like
your shirt?, ?You got nice
handwriting?, ?Good job on
sticking that IV?. Although
these are nice, they are not
memorable. Genuine
appreciation always ties in
some kind of impact on the
person. This impact makes the
person feel important, which
they will be more likely to
remember.

centered on the person. After
depositing, every now and then
you can ?withdraw? and ask for
something small and
reasonable from the person
you?re networking with.
Examples include: asking for
their time for a conversation,
having them to speak at an
event, or asking to collaborate
with them. Keep in mind that
genuine relationships are not a
constant exchange of favors,
they are kept through investing
your time and energy in the
other person. Is the person
you?re trying to network with
worth your time and energy?

Lesson 4: Th e ?Goodw ill?
Ban k Accou n t

Lesson 5: Im plem en t w h at
t h ey t each you in t o act ion

Do you hate ?toxic leeches? in
your own life that just take,
take, and take in your
relationship with them? The
same applies to professional
relationships as well. We have
the relationships we have
because both persons see the
value each person adds to
their lives. This is where the
concept of the Goodwill Bank
Account comes into play. Think
of the Bank Account as a newly
formed relationship, and the
cash that?s deposited as
?goodwill?, or the value added
into a relationship. If you don?t
cultivate a relationship by
adding value, that relationship
will burnout, and you will run
out of ?goodwill? in the bank.
This is why in networking, we
must ?deposit? goodwill by
adding value to that person?s
life. Value can take the form of
many things, as long as it is

When you network with
someone, you want them to
invest time and energy to help
you out. Where most people go
wrong is that when they
acquire the value they initially
sought out, they most likely
ghost them, and never follow
up with them again. In doing
this, the person on the other
end usually feels un-valued,
and used. In implementing
what they teach or tell you, this
shows that you are not a waste
of their time, and they may be
willing to mentor you further.
The whole point of you
reaching out to them is so you
can learn from them, so don?t
throw away any opportunity to
show gratitude by showing
how they added value into
your life. There are different
ways you can show that you
implemented your newly
acquired knowledge. You can:

show notes that you took from
the call, telling them the results
that came from your
conversation with them, and by
being willing to learn more. By
doing this you INSTANTLY
separate yourself from the
crowd because that is
enormous value that you?re
giving back to them. The
person you?re networking with
will likely ask you something
along the lines of: ?Let me
know how ___ goes.?, ?Go watch
this video/read this article?,
?Invest in a membership at
___?. If someone has a CLEAR
ask of you, you better go do it!
As you can probably tell by
now, these lessons were more
simple and ?person-centered?,
rather than complex. It is
important to realize that
networking is all about the
people and building genuine
connections. When most
people network, what they get
wrong is that they see that they
are getting in touch with the
organization/hospital/company,
instead of the actual person.
When you approach
networking from the
perspective of building new
relationships, you will be
successful in your careers
because you know how to
interact with others. This is
what nursing is all about:
building connections. If you
start implementing these
lessons and perspectives in
your own life, no doubt you will
be getting job offers, learning
under great mentors, and
creating impact in the lives of
others.

THE LESSON THEY NEV ER
TA UGHT YOU I N NURSI NG SCHOOL
BY HA NNA H V ENERA CI ON
Have you ever felt or thought the following ways?

I'm worried that
I'll make a
mistake.

I won't be able to live
up to everyone's
expectations of me.

I
remember
learning this but
they must know
better than I do.

What
gives me the
right to say
something?

I
don't deserve to be
here like ___ is.

I'm not
good
enough

Entering nursing school and leaving
nursing school, this is a common feeling that
everyone can experience. So if you?ve
thought this might be you, don?t worry. I
promise you are not the only one, especially
in nursing. In our nursing classes, we may
not have a lecture dedicated to this, but to
become the nurse that we are growing to be,
it is something that we should recognize and
need to overcome.
Impostor syndrome is the name to this
feeling. Impostor syndrome is defined as,
?internal experience of believing that you are
not as competent as others perceive you to
be" (Cuncic, 2021). It can happen to anyone
and everyone, even the star student that you
find yourself comparing to. There are many
types of impostor syndrome personalities,
but all of them lead to the same core belief

I
don't know as
much as them so I
can't say anything.

that we are fooling everybody who thinks we
are successful or smart. I can go on and on
about how many times I?ve felt this way or
continue to have these thoughts pop up. It is
important to realize that this is just a feeling
and not a definition of who you are. You are
not a fraud.
Overcoming this is a journey, not a
destination, and any start is a start that you
can be proud of. Here are some tips of advice
I have come across and practiced:

1.

Acknowledge your thoughts and put it into
perspective. Anytime you find yourself
thinking negatively, you can practice the 3 Cs.
Catch. Check. Change.
-

Cat ch - Identify the thought that came
before the emotion.

-

-

Ch eck - Reflect on how accurate
or useful the thought is. Does
that thought help or hinder me?
Ch an ge - Change the thought to
a more accurate and useful one
as needed.

2.

My 400 Critical Care professor
(shoutout to Dr. Carlson!) once said, ?If
you are ever worried that people will
think that you?re not good enough as a
nursing student or new nurse, come
back to reality. Stop thinking about
yourself and think about the patient
that you are caring for. When you think
about them, all that stuff goes away
because you?re not feeding those
negative thoughts. One anxious person
in the room is enough.?

3.

Be as patient with yourself as you are
with others. There is already enough
for your brain to be occupied with, so
being hard on yourself when you make
a mistake will hinder more than help.

4.

It is NORMAL to make mistakes. In fact,
DON?T be afraid to make mistakes
because I?m telling you now that it will
happen. It?s better for it to happen in
nursing school so that you can learn.
You have many professors and
instructors whose job is to help guide
you through learning. No one ever said
you have to be perfect, and if they
have, then I?m sorry and they?re wrong.

5.

Speaking of professors and instructors,
use them! Ask more questions. Learn
to be coachable. When you make a
mistake or get something wrong,
always think of it as a learning
opportunity and not a reflection of who
you are. It is okay to ask for help. That

is why you are learning.

6.

Finally, embrace where you are rather
than worrying where you are not. We
are all still learning, even the person
who has been there for years is still
learning. Embracing where you are, you
can show up with more and better
value rather than worrying about what
you can?t do.
Having these impostor moments or
doubting yourself will come, but the
important part is not letting those
thoughts take over your actions. You
have achieved so much already where
you are. And if no one has ever told you
yet, I want to be the one to say that I
am so proud of you. You will do
amazing things, but you have to believe
in yourself as much as everyone else
does.
Remember to pause. Take a breath.
Remember that you are doing your
best with what you know and your
effort itself is good enough.

Cuncic, A. (2021, February 26). How to Stop Feeling Like
an Outsider When You Have Social Anxiety. Retrieved
from https://www.verywellmind.com/imposter
-syndrome-and-social-anxiety-disorder-4156469

I NV ESTI NG I N
THE NEX T
GENERA TI ON
BY JULI A M A RI E A NDRES
Do you remember the very moment when you
knew that you wanted to be a nurse?

I actually never thought that I would be a
nursing major while I was in highschool. It was
never even on my radar. Originally, I chose
biochemistry as my major while I was applying
to universities because I planned on being a
doctor, even though I knew nothing about what
that entailed. I just knew that I wanted to
personally help with people in some way. It was
only after my mom strongly pushed me to
change my major to pre-nursing that I opened
myself up to that career. Before delving deeper
into this career, I chose to volunteer at the
hospital and discovered that nursing spoke to
me the most among all the other healthcare
professions. I fell in love with how nurses were
involved in the patients?lives and how they
cared for their patients physically, mentally, and
emotionally. I was exposed to this whole world
that incorporated my love for human
connection and complex problem solving. I hate
to admit it, but this time my mom was right.
This photo was taken before 2020

Try to recall the person, thing, or situation that

or scared about your future career, I

prompted you to pursue nursing. How different

invite you to join one of these

would your life and perspective on life be if that

presentations and show these

didn?t occur? Imagine all of the people who

students that there is hope

aren?t lucky enough to be exposed to this

regardless of the path they choose.

profession, and how fortunate we are to be at a

Your voice has power. Use it to

school that trains us so well for this profession.

inspire and instill hope. You will

Being the co-director of Breakthrough to

surely make an impact in their lives

Nursing has given me the opportunity to show

and broaden their outlook.

highschool students a career that is versatile
and practical in almost every setting. I am so
lucky to share with young students the different
careers they can pursue and open their eyes to
the endless possibilities in which they can
impact people?s lives.
Last semester I received an email titled ?Do I
Have A Chance?? from a high school senior
student who was nervous about applying to
SDSU SON and questioned whether her grades
were worthy enough to get her admitted.
Brianna and I replied to her that she should still
take her chances and advised her of the things
that she can do in the meantime to increase
her chances of getting in. Last month she
emailed us saying ?GUESS WHO GOT
ACCEPTED???? Brianna and I were ecstatic that
she was accepted and told her how much we
were looking forward to being with her next fall,
whether that is through SNA Zoom meetings or
at in-person events. I feel so grateful to have
made an impact in her life. I just imagine how
much my committee and I have influenced
these students with their future. This is one of
the reasons that I love doing highschool
outreach. If you have ever felt lost, unworthy,

Ou r n u r sin g st u den t s on t h e f r on t lin es!
These are 3rd year nursing students in Professor McCallum's NURS300
Medical/Surgical Spring semester group. These pictures were taken from their 3rd
rotation through the COVID-19 vaccination clinic at the VA medical center in La
Jolla. Some were actual vaccinators while others were in the observation area
providing discharge teaching and making sure that if there were any clients with
immediate vaccine reactions they are there to help in providing care for them.
Our SDSU nursing students from various clinical rotations have been volunteering
on the front lines vaccinating the San Diego population.

M Y TA K EA WA YS
FROM BEYOND THE
BEDSI DE
BY DA NI CA CHUN
For those who don?t know, Beyond the Bedside is
a podcast of mine where I interview nurses who
for the most part work outside of the hospital and
direct patient care. I started this project to learn
more about the different nursing careers
available for me after I graduate. My favorite part
of the interviews is usually one of the last
questions I ask them, ?do you have any tips or
words of advice for everyone listening?? I love
this because I feel like I?m getting advice from
experienced mentors and it?s always interesting
to see things from their perspective. Here are a
few main take-aways:

Get Involved
This piece of advice really resonated with me
because I feel like I?ve grown so much since my
involvement with SNA. So, become a member of
organizations, whether it be in nursing school (i.e
SNA, CNSA, NSNA) as a student or as a
registered nurse (i.e Sigma Theta Tau, AACN,
APNA). Going into nursing school, I didn?t think
that networking was all that important for us, but
it matters! Networking can bring forth new
opportunities and open up so many doors; you
can even bring forth change in the profession as a
whole. For example, during my conversation with
Dr. Judy Davidson from UCSD, she spoke about
her experience with the AACN and going against
the Joint Commission. She and other nurses
recognized that it?s easier to get your voices
heard as a nationally recognized organization
representing all of critical care vs individual
hospitals (i.e Scripps, or UCSD). I want to add-Talk to your professors, faculty, instructors,
preceptors, and others within the school of
nursing. They have years of experience under
their belts and they can be great resources for
you. They?re a wealth of knowledge that goes
beyond course material.

Push Limit s
When I say to push limits, I mean don?t be afraid to
ask ?why?. Why do we do this when another hospital
does it differently? Ask questions as they come. And
if something doesn?t sit right with you, do something
to change it. Although it sounds easier said than
done, I believe we shouldn?t be afraid to make
changes and rock the boat a little. Nursing is built on
evidence based practice, but clinical research is
constantly being conducted so nursing is also
ever-changing. This advice might seem like it?s
coming a bit too early, but it doesn?t even have to
apply to clinical practice. If you have ideas, make
them come to fruition. It?s never been done before?
Then do it!

Say ?Yes?
Lastly, be open to opportunities that come your way,
even if they aren?t what you have planned. On the
same note, if things don?t go to plan, seek out new
opportunities for yourself. Although it?s good to have
plans and of course, in an ideal world, everything
would go according to plan, but you never know
where life could take you so take opportunities as
they come. You truly never know where they?ll lead
you. For example, if you don?t get a new graduate
program, there are other hospitals that will take you,
and you?ll learn just as much from them.
Beyond the Bedside became more than what I
initially anticipated, but it?s been great. I went into it
thinking that I?d get to learn more about nursing
careers, but I?ve gotten so much more out of it. I?ve
been able to network with nurses, see nursing from
their perspective, and just understand the field of
nursing on a deeper level. Shameless plug-- if you?re
interested in learning more, Beyond the Bedside is
available on Spotify and other podcast streaming
apps.

A
&
Q A LL THI NGS

GRA D SCHOOL

At the beginning of the school year, we surveyed
members to find out what they wanted to learn
more about and a resounding answer was:
?Graduate School?. After hearing this, SNA?s own
faculty advisor, Dr. Concilio surveyed advanced
practice nurses from the community to get their
input on graduate school and education beyond

the BSN using questions submitted by our
members. You asked the questions, we?ve got
the answers!

Wh at is you r cu r r en t specialt y?
-

-

Internal Medicine in Primary Care
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner working
inpatient with the Hospitalist and
Pulmonary Medicine groups.
Adult-Gerontology NP
Urgent Care
Hospitalist NP

Fr om you r exper ien ce, w h at ar e t h e m ost
com m on set t in gs u sin g n u r se pr act it ion er s?
-

-

NPs are utilized both in the outpatient
and inpatient settings. You will find
more in the outpatient setting, primary
care mostly, but several specialized
clinics as well. In the inpatient setting,
they work in a variety of specialties.
Some specialty areas for both inpatient
and outpatient are: ED, ICU, oncology,
neurosurgery, trauma, pulmonary,
internal medicine, hospitalist, pain
service, endocrinology, GI, GU,
cardiac...pretty much any area you can
think of.
Acute care facilities in specialty areas
such as cardiology, pulmonary;
Community Clinics doing Primary Care;
Physician's practices doing primary
and/or specialty care; Planned
Parenthood clinics.

Wh y did you ch oose t o be an NP r at h er
t h an st ay an RN?
-

I worked as an RN for another 6 years
after getting my NP certificate. I was
very confident in my RN abilities and
able to care for any patient admitted. I
wanted to take my experience to the
next level and apply my knowledge and
experience to making diagnoses and
treatment plans. As a nurse, you
contribute to the treatment plan every
day by providing feedback on the
ordered plan, whether it is working or
not with your patients. As an NP, you
are responsible for creating the
treatment plan, assessing it, revising it,

-

-

making sure it is followed, ensuring the
patient is improving, collaborating with
physicians. It takes the RN role to the
next level. The responsibilities are
different.
I was getting bored as an RN and
wanted to advance in my profession.
I felt it was the next step for me. I was
an RN with over 20 years of experience
before I went back to school
I always wanted to be a NP but I was
afraid I would not find a job. After
graduating nursing school, there were
very little NP jobs available, and if there
were, I would have taken a cut in pay.

How do you k n ow w h en you 'r e r eady t o
t ak e t h e n ext st ep in you r car eer an d go f or
APRN?
-

-

-

-

When you know whether being an
advanced practice nurse is what you
want to be. Most nurses are quite happy
at the bedside working with a BSN. The
APRN role is very different than the RN
role, but the knowledge gained from the
RN role will help you immensely with
the APRN side. Once you are confident
with your nursing practice, skills, and
communication and have an idea of
what you would want to do with a
master 's degree, then apply.
When you have mastered clinical skills
in your unit of choice as an RN, have
taken on charge nurse duties, are active
in unit & hospital committees and are
ready to continue learning.
I think a nurse should not go on to
school unless they have mastered their
current role. They should have been
staff nurse, preceptor and a clinical
lead. Being a NP is a leadership role
When you are an experienced and
excellent clinician ready for the next
challenge in your career.

Wh at ar e t h e ben ef it s t o pu r su in g a
gr adu at e edu cat ion ?
-

-

-

-

Various choices in job opportunities
Recognition
You will be able to work as an RN or
APRN. Some places pay RNs more with
an APRN degree even if continuing to
work as an RN. Enables you to take on
leadership positions within the
healthcare system.
Self-satisfaction that you have achieved
a graduate degree and are now
advanced in the practice of nursing.
It is hard to say whether or not you will
make more money or not.
More independence and responsibility
in your career. For me, more flexibility
than 12 hour shifts in the hospital, but
this could have been obtained in many
career paths.
Education is always beneficial.

Wh at ar e t h e m ost im por t an t qu alit ies t o
look f or in a gr ad sch ool?
-

-

-

-

The school's status in the community, I
prefer State schools, I wanted primarily
a face to face classroom experience, and
affordability.
Reputation. Clinical placements
arranged by the school. Availability of
preceptors committed to the program. I
wanted to become an FNP with the
eventual plan to see all ages in the ER.
Others consider PNP, ANP, ERNP, Acute
Care NP. Many more options now.
Transparency, availability, reputation
and accessibility
Rigor of the program, asked around to
see who had degrees from where, got
feedback. For me, wanting to stay close
to home was key, so proximity to my
home was important. The ability to still
work to some degree while in school.
Accreditation. Ability to do the program
while I worked.

Do you h ave t o w or k as an RN t o get
accept ed in t o an NP pr ogr am ? If so, h ow

m an y year s? Can you apply r igh t af t er
obt ain in g a BSN?
-

-

-

NP education, which is much less
demanding than PA programs (or
medical school), is designed to bring
excellent experienced RNs to an
advanced practice level. If you want to
go into advanced practice straight from
a BSN program you should consider a
PA program.
It is recommended that you have at
least 2-5 years of acute care experience
as an RN before applying to an NP
program. Students with RN experience
do better in NP programs, are more
well-rounded, and can relate better to
patients as a provider.
You can get accepted as right out of
your RN program into a APRN. Most
programs DNP programs 3-4 years. I
think personally it is beneficial to work
prior to going on to NP school

Wh at sh ou ld w e be doin g in u n der gr ad
t h at w ou ld ben ef it u s dow n t h e r oad w h en
w e even t u ally st ar t applyin g t o gr ad
sch ool?
-

-

-

Maintaining good grades and
completing your BSN are the first
things to focus on. Leadership and
research experience are helpful as well.
You may do a thesis in your masters
program and the research experience
will make this process easier. Being an
NP, or other certified advanced practice
role, means more responsibility and
more people looking to you for
answers which his where the
leadership experience helps you stand
out.
Focus on leadership in nursing whether
it be in management or as advanced
practice nurse. Have someone from the
Graduate Nursing Program speak to
the students in their last semester.
Asking questions from the provider
they work with. Try to understand their

-

-

treatment plan. Understand
pathophysiology and how medications
work in the body.
Nothing. In my opinion, graduate
studies should not be considered with
less than 4 years of acute care nursing
experience
Take Statistics and maintain a high GPA

Thank you to those who submitted questions,
our advanced practice nurses for answering
questions, and especially to Dr. Concilio for
facilitating this Q&A. If you would like to learn
more, you can find more Q&As about graduate
school on our website here:
https://www.sdsusna.com/resources.html

COV I D-19: NEGA TI V E
A ND POSI TI V ES OF
NURSI NG SCHOOL
BY: M EGA N JOHNSTON
Over view
Many students within San Diego State University?s
School of Nursing have felt the impact COVID-19
has had on clinical courses. The clinical
opportunities have been cut in half for many,
leaving students to feel like they are not gaining the
full experience that they expected to receive.
However, in many ways the COVID-19 pandemic
has allowed nursing students to understand a side
of nursing that is unique and will leave a lasting
impression on this new generation of nurses - or
better phrased - US!
Tu r n in g a Negat ive in t o a Posit ive
The global coronavirus pandemic has truly affected
all college students, but nursing students in
particular were left hanging for awhile last spring
on what their clinical courses were going to entail
for the next year. Upon learning that we would
receive half the clinical hours as previous years,
nursing students I would say were initially, and
maybe still are, disappointed. However, I believe
students have learned to truly appreciate their time
in clinicals more than ever because of these
restrictions. A nursing student Tommi Bowers
offers her experience:
?Online is definitely not the same, but I am trying to
get the most out of the experience I was given, and do
appreciate my time in clinicals more. I do really enjoy

my virtual clinicals and feel

our vaccination skills, but

get their vaccine as they

that while I would?ve had an

also help undeserved and

expressed they were starting

incredible time if I got my full

diverse communities receive

to see a light at the end of

clinical hours, cutting them

the vaccination through our

this long and dark tunnel.

down allowed me to focus

help. During my N415 clinical

Th e Tak eaw ay

more on the time I have and

day, instead of doing our

really put my all into the day.?

regular zoom conference

Each moment we get to

with our respected school,

spend with our patients is a

our clinical faculty decided to

blessing, and we truly

have us team up with

appreciate every opportunity

Champions for Health and

we get to learn from them.

the San Diego Black Nurses

Having less time doesn?t

Association to vaccinate the

mean we have made excuses

community. The San Diego

to justify not knowing

Black Nurses Association did

material, but have used this

an incredible job organizing

as a motivator to learn as

the event and making sure

much as we can from our

all the nursing students that

patients in the time we are

were there to vaccinate were

given.

trained properly to give the
Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.

Wh at Exper ien ce Have w e
Gain ed?
Experience that we have
gained from this pandemic
that is truly unique is the
opportunity to volunteer and
work at COVID-19
vaccination clinics through
either our N300
(Medical/Surgical Nursing) or
N415 (Community Health)
courses. This unique
experience is something that
will impact our current
generation of nursing
students as we were not only
able to help better perfect

While the COVID-19 global
pandemic has created a
huge impact on the world, it
doesn?t necessarily have to
be looked at as only a
negative. COVID-19 has
helped us grow into better
nurses and even provided
nursing students with
opportunities like
vaccination clinics that have
made us more humble and
willing to do community
work that is so desperately
needed. Many people may
want to blame the pandemic

Being able to communicate

on ?ruining? their college

with patients out in the

experience, but I believe if

community was an incredible

you look at it in a positive

experience as I was not only

light, it was a unique

given the opportunity to

experience that taught us

educate, but alleviate fears

about how much we truly

they had associated with the

love nursing. If you are able

vaccine. Little victories with

to persevere through
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If there is one thing I learned this year, it is

of San Diego State University?s School of

how proud I am to be a part of a group of

Nursing. There has always been overwhelming

nursing students so resilient and so driven.

support from faculty to attend these types of

This year was the 69th Annual National

events and grow as students and emerging

Student Nurses?Association (NSNA)

professionals. On top of this support, we were

Convention, but with a twist. It was originally

fortunate enough to receive SSF funds to

supposed to be held in Texas, but those plans

cover the cost of registration for 31 SNA

were changed amid the ongoing pandemic. So,

members to attend. Our SNA chapter at SDSU

this year was the 69th Annual NSNA

represented well and we have much to be

Convention, but it was also the first ever virtual

proud of after attending that convention. I?d

NSNA Convention. Rather than seeing it as

like to highlight some of the accomplishments

another set of plans changed and another

that came out of attending.

reason to add to Zoom fatigue, this convention
created a multitude of opportunities. It
allowed for an opportunity to set a precedent
and pave the way for nursing students to

Our SNA chapter Instagram, @sdsusna,
received the Social Media Award for having
one of the best social media presences across
the nation!

interact in a virtual space, it created an
opportunity to connect with nursing students
we otherwise wouldn?t have been able to, it
was an opportunity to hear from speakers we
otherwise might not have been able to, and all
of this was done while still maintaining the
traditions of the House of Delegates and
making a difference through passing
resolutions.
I?ve always felt very fortunate to be a part

One of our very own Board of Directors,
Megan Johnston, was elected to serve on the
National Board of Directors as the Imprint
Editor! I am very excited to see her growth as
a leader and see her impact on a national
level.
Lastly, our resolution, ?Increase Student
Nurse Awareness of Professional
Organizations and Their Role in Health Policy

Advocacy,? was passed in the House of Delegates!
I want to say a big thank you to our Legislative
Director, Michael Taningco, who took the lead on
writing this resolution.
I am extremely proud to be a part of this
organization, and I am excited to see where the
next generation of student nurse leaders carries it
next. If there is even a small part of you thinking
about being more involved or wanting to attend a
convention, I say go for it! Being involved has
enriched my time at SDSU more than I ever could
have imagined. I might not have been fortunate
enough to attend an NSNA Convention in person,
but all of you should take advantage of any
opportunities as they open up! The 70th Annual
NSNA Convention is set to be in person in Salt
Lake City, Utah on April 6-10, 2022.
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